BeamYourScreen Press Release
Beam2Present takes Technology Leader Position with New Release 2.2
With the announcement of Beam2Present release 2.2, recognised web collaboration provider
BeamYourScreen offers its customers a faster and more advanced tool for online presentations.
Mannheim, GERMANY October 2, 2007 - Renowned web collaboration provider, BeamYourScreen,
announces the new release of their award winning software solution Beam2Present
(http://www.Beam2Present.com).
More than a thousand customers worldwide are already using the online collaboration solutions of
Mannheim based BeamYourScreen. Using the web application, users can present their screen content and
hence any application in real time over the Internet. As a result, they significantly save on time and travel
expenses for sales presentations, trainings and other company gatherings.
With the new release of the Beam2Present product, the company introduces its HTML grid technology. As
a result, the speed of transmission is improved greatly since only the screen area gets transmitted where a
change has occurred. Also, the mouse cursor is displayed in a separate layer. Furthermore, up to fifty
different business partners can now simultaneously log on to any one session.
Without the need to download additional software on the presentation participants’ side, Beam2Present
offers cutting-edge technology for its users. The solution is platform independent and does not require any
change of IT security settings. Beam2Present users only need an Internet connection and web browser, as
opposed to competitor products, where the download of additional software is required on the part of the
participant. This often is an insurmountable hurdle, especially considering if the business partner in front
of the other screen is not yet well acquainted with web collaboration tools.
In addition to Beam2Present, all the BeamYourScreen products are to benefit from these technological
improvements. The new release is automatically available to all customers free of charge. A free trial of
Beam2Present is available at www.Beam2Present.com.
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About BeamYourScreen
Established in Germany in 2004 by Erik Boos and Mark Zondler, BeamYourScreen is a renowned provider of
innovative web collaboration solutions, whose product range consists of software solutions for online
meetings, online presentations, and remote support. At present, more than 1300 corporate customers in
over 40 countries worldwide are using the BeamYourScreen technology and benefiting from significantly
reduced travel time and travel expenses. The makeup of these customers ranges from small and medium
sized enterprises to large global corporations such as Toshiba, Yamaha, and Roche.

